Testing
Quality and reliability ensured

When you bring something new onto the market, your customers will have to be confident that your product, component, material or its application performs reliably. It should work the way it’s supposed to, compliant with local and international rules and regulations. Kiwa’s independent, fully-equipped and highly-qualified testing labs and services bring that trust.

Testing, whether in a laboratory or on-site, includes examinations to independently determine characteristics and thus approve requirements in terms of safety, quality, performance, reliability and compliance. Of course, all tests are according to appropriate test regimes.

Testing at Kiwa

- 100+ labs
- All over the world
- Destructive and non-destructive
- Components, materials, fluids, gases
- Energy: power generation, components and products
- Solar
- Building materials: Roofing and outer walls
- Sanitary appliances
- Sports surfaces
- Construction materials and infrastructure
- Mineral products, applications and installations
- Calibration, pipe surfaces, corrosion and wall thickness
- Plastics and rubbers
- Energy: power generation components and products
- Solar
- Building materials: Roofing and outer walls
- Sanitary appliances
- Sports surfaces
- Construction materials and infrastructure
- Mineral products, applications and installations
- Calibration, pipe surfaces, corrosion and wall thickness
- Plastics and rubbers

Advantages

- Testing keeps you going
- Testing improves efficiency
- Testing proves quality, safety, performance and compliance
- Testing supports commercialisation and customer satisfaction
- Testing reduces risks

What we test

Mineral products, applications and installations
Calibration, pipe surfaces, corrosion and wall thickness
Construction materials and infrastructure
Energy: power generation components and products
Solar
Building materials: Roofing and outer walls
Sanitary appliances
Sports surfaces
Plastics and rubbers

The process

You make sure you have a product, component or material we can test
We jointly determine a suitable testing regime
You deliver or we collect samples
We test and evaluate (in a lab or on-site) to determine characteristics
We provide a testing report
Use our findings to support sales and satisfaction!

See all our Testing, Inspection and Certification services on www.kiwa.com